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Algorithms
Michael de la Maza
■ The Fifth International Conference on

Genetic Algorithms was held at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign from 17–21 July 1993. Approximately 350 participants attended the
multitrack conference, which covered a
wide range of topics, including genetic
operators, mathematical analysis of
genetic algorithms, parallel genetic
algorithms, classifier systems, and
genetic programming. This article highlights the major themes of the conference by discussing a few papers in
detail.

T

he Fifth International Conference on Genetic Algorithms
was hosted by the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign from
17–21 July 1993. The conference was
organized by Stephanie Forrest (University of New Mexico, conference
cochair and editor of the proceedings), David Goldberg (University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, conference cochair and local arrangements chair), and J. David Schaffer
(Philips Laboratories, New York, conference cochair). Of the 240 papers
submitted to the conference, 82 were
accepted for oral presentation, and
37 were accepted for poster presentation. Three tutorials were arranged
by Lawrence Davis (Tica Associates,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, tutorial
chair). The conference was supported
by the Office of Naval Research, the
Naval Research Laboratory, Philips
Laboratory (North American Philips
Corporation), and the International
Society for Genetic Algorithms.
On the first day of the conference,
three 4-hour tutorials were presented. The tutorial entitled “Introduction to Genetic Algorithms” featured
presentations by Melanie Mitchell
(Santa Fe Institute, New Mexico) and
Davis. Darrell Whitley (Colorado
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State University) surveyed genetic
algorithm theory in the “Advanced
Genetic Algorithms Topics’’ tutorial,
and Rob Smith (University of Alabama) gave an introduction to classifier
systems. In the “Spotlighted Technologies” tutorial, David Fogel (Orincon Corp., San Diego, California) discussed evolutionary programming,
Thomas Baeck (University of Dortmund) described evolution strategies,
and John Koza (Stanford University)
spoke on genetic programming. The
following three days each began with
a plenary session featuring an invited
speaker. David Campbell (University
of Illinois) spoke on dynamic systems
and evolution. Gunter Wagner (Yale
University) drew connections
between genetic algorithms and the-

The most
enthusiastic subgroup
at the conference
was composed of those
interested in
genetic programming.
oretical results in evolutionary biology. John Holland (University of
Michigan) described his recent work
on a new type of genetic algorithm
designed to counter hitchhiking.
During these three days, the remainder of the time was divided into 11/2–hour sessions at which 3 or 4
papers were presented. In the morning of the fifth day, the final papers
were presented, and in the afternoon, a business meeting of the
International Society for Genetic

Algorithms was held. The conference
also featured a short poster session.
Because it would be impossible to
review all the papers contained in
the conference proceedings, this article presents my impressions of some
of the major themes of the conference, including summaries of several
papers to illustrate these themes.
The previous conference on genetic algorithms, held in 1991, was energized by an influx of German
researchers who, for many years, had
been studying programs similar to
genetic algorithms. This time, the
most enthusiastic subgroup at the
conference was composed of those
interested in genetic programming.
Genetic programming makes an essential contribution to genetic algorithms: It describes how to evolve
individuals with syntactically rich
substructures. Simon Handley (Stanford University), who presented one
of seven papers in the genetic programming track, described a genetic
programming solution to the secondary-structure prediction problem,
one of the outstanding problems in
computational biology. The primary
structure of a protein is the sequential list of amino acids that make up
the protein. Groups of amino acids
form units of secondary structure,
called alpha helices and beta sheets.
Many researchers have developed
algorithms that use the primary
structure of a protein to predict the
secondary structure (alpha helix, beta
sheet, or coil).
Handley considered a restricted
version of this problem in which the
amino acids are grouped into only
two categories: alpha helix and coil
(any amino acid that is not in an
alpha helix). Although this two-state
prediction is easier than the typical
three-state prediction, Handley’s
algorithm is worse than three-state
prediction algorithms developed half
a decade ago. In addition, Handley
failed to compare his results to those
of Kneller, Cohen, and Langridge
(1990), who also describe a two-state
prediction algorithm and discuss
work that is most directly comparable to Handley’s.
These
two
shortcomings—
mediocre results and an underappre-
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ciation for the work done by other
researchers—appear to permeate the
genetic programming field. Peter
Angeline (The Ohio State University),
for example, in his talk describing
work done by himself and Jordan
Pollack, criticized traditional AI techniques and then went on to describe
a genetic programming system that
evolves a procedure that plays suboptimal tick tack toe. Because a simple
procedure that uses a traditional AI
method—search constrained by
heuristics—plays optimal tick tack
toe, Angeline’s own results do not
support his attack on traditional
techniques. Handley’s lack of familiarity with other relevant research is
mirrored by the rest of the papers in
the genetic programming section of
the proceedings, all of which fail to
cite work by N. L. Cramer (1985),
who was the first to describe a genetic algorithm with tree-structured
individuals.
Izzet Sirin described his work with
H. Altay Güvenir (both with Bilkent
University) on a novel concept-learning algorithm. Their technique fruitfully combines ideas from instancebased learning and genetic
algorithms to produce a system that
outperforms Aha, Kibler, and Albert’s
(1991) instance-based algorithms and
Quinlan’s (1993) C4.5 decision tree
algorithm on a selected set of test
problems. The first part of their
method uses classification-by-feature
partitioning, a technique that is similar to instance-based learning. However, instead of storing instances and
classifying new instances using a distance metric, classification-by-feature
partitioning processes the instances
and stores partitions of the attributes.
A partition simply consists of a lower
and an upper bound on an attribute
(all attributes must be numeric). A
partition is extended when it does
not correctly classify an instance.
Güvenir and Sirin note that classification-by-feature partitioning overgeneralizes, and they address this problem by using a genetic algorithm to
set the limits of each partition and
the weight of each attribute. Their
results indicate that their hybrid algorithm outperforms classification-byfeature partitioning alone. Unfortu-
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nately, like many of the papers that
described applications of genetic
algorithms, this one failed to include
any measure of statistical significance. However, if the results hold up
to more rigorous scrutiny, this work
will be regarded as a major contribution to the concept-learning literature.
Helen Cobb presented work, conducted with John Grefenstette (both
with the Naval Research Laboratory),
on the use of genetic algorithms to
find the optima of nonstationary
environments. They tested three
mutation strategies on several types
of changing environments. The three
mutation strategies were constant
mutation, as in a traditional genetic
algorithm; random immigrants, which
replaces a constant portion of the
population with randomly generated
individuals; and triggered hypermutation, which increases the mutation
rate when it detects a decrease in the
fitness of the best individual. On a
stationary environment, all three
strategies work well. However, in an
environment that oscillates between
two functions, the random-immigrant genetic algorithm performs
best. In an environment in which the
optimum is translated at periodic
intervals, the hypermutation and
standard genetic algorithms outperform the random-immigrant genetic
algorithm. Cobb and Grefenstette
concluded by suggesting that a
hybrid mechanism might be able to
capture the advantages of the three
mechanisms without suffering from
the disadvantages.
In the preface to the proceedings,
Forrest expresses satisfaction with the
high percentage of papers that
describe applications of genetic algorithms. This reaction sharply contrasts with other conferences that
cover similar areas, such as simulated
annealing and tabu search, because
they stress theory over application.
Even more surprising, several papers
that presented theoretical research,
most of which gave more insight into
how genetic algorithms work than
the many papers that described applications of genetic algorithms, were
not accepted for oral presentation. Of
particular note is the work of Jenny

Juliany and Michael Vose (both of
the University of Tennessee) on the
genetic algorithm fractal. Vose has
developed a model that facilitates the
study of the convergence properties
of the genetic algorithm. This model
contains a compact description of the
composition of a population and a
function that explicitly describes how
a population changes during a generation. In this paper, Juliany and Vose
suggested a way of visualizing the
characteristics of repeated iterations
of this function. Taking their cue
from the way that the Mandelbrot set
is often depicted, they color points
(each point exactly describes a population) that lead to quick convergence red and points that require
many iterations before convergence
blue. Intermediate convergence rates
are given colors between red and
blue. The resulting pictures are complex and suggest that the convergence rates of genetic algorithms
should be studied by using the newly
developed tools utilized to understand dynamic systems instead of
using classical techniques.
The presentation of Juliany and
Vose’s work during the poster session,
rather than the oral presentation sessions, suggests a certain lack of appreciation for genetic algorithm theory.
Currently, genetic algorithm theory
can be divided into three parts: (1)
philosophical musings (De Jong
1993), (2) back-of-the-envelope calculations (the paper by David Goldberg,
Kalyanmoy Deb, Hillol Kargupta, and
Georges Harik [all of the University of
Illinois, Illinois Genetic Algorithms
Laboratory] in the proceedings is a
good example), and (3) theorems (as
in Vose and Liepins [1991]). If genetic
algorithm theory is to become more
sophisticated, then the third of these
three components must be stressed,
and just as important, a clear distinction between these three types of
work must be maintained. The claim
of Goldberg, Deb, Kargupta, and
Harik that their results lead to
“proofs similar to the probably
approximately correct (PAC) results
of computational learning theory,”
when in fact most of their derivations are not even rigorous, does a
disservice to the field. Goldberg’s

enormous stature—almost all the
papers in the proceedings cite
him—makes this transgression all the
more acute.
Although the field of genetic algorithms is relatively young, the conference demonstrated that a large number of people have discovered the
benefits of working with genetic algorithms. The first International Conference on Genetic Algorithms, held
in 1985, was attended by 70 people.
A simple regression shows that attendance at the conference has increased
by approximately 50 percent each
time, a fact that was first pointed out
in 1989 by Stewart Wilson. The next
conference is scheduled to be held in
1995 and promises to be the biggest
gathering ever of genetic algorithm
enthusiasts.
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